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Rally Group
Praised for
Fresno Trip

ARMY. NAVY TAKE TEACHER.
26 PUPILS FROM CAMPUS

Yell Leader
Express Wish for More

Students,

Former Coach Is General
Supervisors of Recreation

Doug Dashiell, former coach of the
Junior College football team, is now in
South to Fresno lor the big charge of the athletic and. recreational
„ame went over two hundred Pa- program of the West Coast air bases.
cific Student Association football Five C. O. P. students are now working

No. 11

Forensic
Meet Is
in Utah

National Defense Gets 21
Students, Mainly Draftees
Twenty-one former students of the
College have become members of na
tional defense forces; the majority are in
the army due to the draft.
Well-known for their talent in music

Women Debate Teams
Attend Ogden Tourney

tans by special train, courtesy of under him in the capacity of P.4
•are four ex-students now doing
Two women debate teams will
E. directors of various fields.
Pacific Railroad.
military duty. They are Norman nose out of Stockton tomorrow
HUGH McWILLIAMS
Lamb, violinist and chairman of headed for Ogden, Utah, and the
DAJtfCE CAR
Hugh McWilliSms, outstanding
The train contained a dance
the 1940 Mardi Gras; George Lys Western Association of Teachers
car, and faithful fans who made center on the varsity football
ster, George Carlyle and Stan of Speech Forensic Tournament
the trip returned to the campus team for three years, is now in
Rutherford—ail of whom played at Weber College. This three-day
expressing hopes for more trips charge of sports at Las Vegas,
in dance orchestras while attend western states' tournament has
of the same nature in coming Nevada. Clem Swagerty supervis
ing school. Now if they were all become an annual Thanksgiving
years, singing the praises of the es recreational activities at Bakstationed at one camp—what good affair and marks the official op
ersfield.
trip that had gone by.
material for an army band!
ening of inter-collegiate debate
Dave Kelley and John Hoobyer
The train left Stockton at 8:00
CAMP ROBERTS
for the '41-'42 season.
Armistice Day morning and ar are director and assistant director
Already in an army band at
rived in Fresno by 10:30, just in of physical training at Mather
Camp Roberts are Frank Purcel THEY ARE
time for the immense parade Field in Sacramento.
and Arthur Holton, two former
Pearl Steiner and Eleanor Pow
Roy Cooper is directing athlet
down the avenues of Raisin city.
Pacificites. A third member of ell, Iola Whitlock and Margaret
ics at Hammett Field near Los
this group is Clayton Long, who Stimmann are the Pacific girls
AT FRESNO
until transferred to Camp Law who will this year debate on the
After the parade — sporting Angeles.
ton, also played with them.
national question, "Resolved: that
horses, floats, et al—there was GENERAL SUPERVISOR
Dashiell's jurisdiction includes
Some Junior College men ab all labor unions in the United
plenty of time to weat lunch be
sent this year are Robert Beck, States should be regulated by
fore the game and plenty of time all the air bases in the West
Tom Gavey and Bill Stone. The law."
after the game to browse around Coast territory, centered mainly
latter is training in the army me
In addition to debate, Margaret
picturesque Fresno before getting in California, Washington, Ore
Above is Doug Dashiell, form dical corps in Illinois.
gon and Nevada. The United
Stimmann, Eleanor Powell and
aboard for home.
er Cub grid coach, who now su
Life in the army instead of life Pearl Steiner will enter the ex
The organization and execution States is divided into three divi pervises athletic training in army
sions,
each
with
a
general
super
on the campus is an exchange tempore speaking contest. The
of the trip was itself a tribute
camps in this area.
made by Wilmer Schroeld, Lyn general subject of this contest,
to the Rally Committee, according visor :: Dashiell is the general su
dell Smith and Kenneth Hench will be "Future Peace."
pervisor
for
the
western
division.
to many of the train-bound stud
All were former C. O. P. students,
ents.
Also sharing this life are Bill IMPROMPTU
GOOD REPORT
Margaret Stimmann and Pearl
Toland
and Joe Tudor.
Yell Leader Jerry Winter was
Jim Johnston, Jack Tulloch and Steiner will participate in imenthusiastic about the quality of
John Goodrum are also missed romptu speaking while Eleanor
the shouting at the game. He
from
the maze of familiar faces Powell will enter oratory. Iola
hated afterwards that, though
on
the
campus. Jim has now at Whitlock is entering the poetic,
the rooters were quantitatively
Dr. Thomas Mann will appear tained wings in the navy. He is essay and dramatic interpreta
mall, they were qualitatively
tion contests.
magnificent.
on the Pacific Little Theatre training at Corpus Christi, Tex
Edward S. Betz will accompany
stage November 24, as the first The other two are recent gradu
the girls to Utah and direct de
ates
of
Luke
Field,
Arizona,
an
speaker presented by the Pacific
bate at the tournament. Betz is
army flight training center.
Lecture Series this season.
secretary of the Western Asso
The
largest
national
draft
yet
Dr. Mann, recognized as the
ciation of Teachers of Speech.
greatest living man of letters in will be held in ensuing weeks. It
STANFORD MEET
is
expected,
according
to
authori
every country except his own
These two teams participated
(Germany) from which he is ex ties, to take the largest number
in invitational debates with two
of
young
men
ever
to
be
called
Attention all senior college stuiled, will speak on "The War and
Stanford men's teams at Stanford
enl®. ^our Thanks'giving vacathe Future," stopping here on his at one time—Pacific students in
Wednesday. Professor Betz and
cluded.
oii egjns at 12:30 p. m. Wednesway back from the East where
the teams were guests of the
J, -\ovember ISth, and continhe is now lecturing.
Stanford
debate squad for the
' over to Monday at 8:00 a. m.
Dr. Mann was awarded the No
afternoon and evening.
ockton Junior College studbel Prize for literature in 1929.
irnn T! n0t begin their holiday
Famous author, lecturer, refu He started his literary career in
lino k 10 P'. m" Wednesday eve- gee and humanitarian THOMAS 1901 with the publication of "Budhe
« Ut Wib resume classes at
ne same time.
ItlANN will be the first speaker denbrooks," a book which gave
him classic rank among continen
he^fa'.' empbasis is placed on of the Pacific lecture series on tal novelists. His literary genius
"Get the Old Cheers Ringing,"
recedin 'hat during three days November 224. In his speaking was fully realized a quarter of a
and
the Pacific yell has been
b
s
•ill
' ' vacation classes engagement here Mann will speak century later with the publication
chosen by the Rally Committee
' 1* held at both of the col- on "The War and the Future."
of "The Magic Mountain."
for this morning's classroom pep
despite the fact that teachmstitute
The colorful career of Pacific's
rallies.
ase hi„k * nieetings will reGrand Old Man of Football,"
PACIFIC YELL:
Sch001
lis Df..."a
Masses during
,IS
Period.
Amos Alonzo Stagg, and a num
P-A-C-I-F-I-C
Pacific,
Pacific,
Pacific ber of the traditional rivalries
that exist between College of Pa
Get the Old Cheers Ringing:
"Get the old cheers ringing,
cific and other western colleges,
Five Pacificites, George Ker,4to the site of the bonfire. Leaving Fill the air with singing,
were covered in the recently re
-'assical
Chris Hoist, Daren McGavren, Long and Orvellas as lookouts, For the Tigers are set for the leased book, "Football Through
Garner Long and Henry. Orvel- McGavern, Ker and Hoist poured
fray.
the Years," by Dean Hill.
^ Ss ociation
les, are human proof of that old the contents of the can all over We know the team is ready, ...
This new volume pictorially and
saying, "He who plays with fire one corner of the pile, little The chance is here,
editorially discusses the history
KanSen
01
Sta
^ Semd
nfofd
President of the will get burned." The story goes dreaming as they did so that it The Tiger team will surely win of football from the beginning of
'ass:ical
was Ethyl gas they were pouring
the day.
the game in England to the pres
tates at aA,SSociation of Pacific something like this:
around
so generously. Standing RGHT now, we'll show with ent day. Coach Stagg figures pro
FIRING
AMBTIONS
38
meeting
held
Anderson -"",?
These five boys left thhe Paci about two yards away from the
FIGHT
minently through its pages, his
the San Fran- fic campus early Sunday morning gasoline soaked wood, Hoist toss How our dear old Alma Mater story starting with his first year
Po
puts her foes to shame.
a.t Yale when he was forced to
iS e l e c t e d 1 h i g h s c h o Q l for Fresno with the intentions of ed a match.
APDmv
secretary.
setting fire to the Bulldogs' bon HIGH EXPLOSION
Fight and show that spirit,
play himself due to the lack of
Let the valleys hear it,
Eli football enthusiasts.
"ves .Jfely flfty
repreSen- fire. On the way down they stop
And then came an explosion
Director of Athletics Robert
hieh 'nchir/V^
the
session, ped at the home of Lewis Calhoun that knocked the boys standing TRiat Pacific again wins the
game.
Breeden said yesterday that the
H. Ai!?
speeches by Dr in Merced and picked up a five
close by four yards, burning two
now quick, we've got the book would be placed in the Phy
'X s.
E m ? ndei> and Dr- Mur " gallon can of gasoline. They con of them badly and singeing the Look
leather.
sical Education library, but he
^'ersity":1?"!^- both of the tinued upon their arsonistic trav right eye and eyebrow of the oth
Come on gang, now all together, pointed out that anyone interest
els.
California
^usieaf
"
er one. Long and Orvellas stand-,
hte<J by to , number was preed in football, P. E. major or not,
P-A-C-I-F-I-C.
Arriving in Fresno some three
ing farther away from the blaze (Repeat to "Pacific again wins would find "Fotball Through the
'"'ed bv
Ligthart, accom- hours later they proceeded to the
DJ -Mr. Brown.
Years" well worth reading.
the game.")
Fresno State campus and thence (Continued on page 3, column It).

HEAD MAN

Southern

SPEAKER

Thomas Mann
Lectures
Nov. 24

HANKSGIVING

HOLIDAY
NEXT WEEK

MORNING
PEP YELL
CHOSEN

•!,' Hansen Heads

Five Pacific Arsonists Play With
Ethyl Gas, Matches—Get Singed

mm

m

Alonzo Stagg
featured
"n New Book
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Quick Sand

BULL
PEN

A recent headline: FINNS REFUSE U. S. PEACE
OVERTURES.
Result: The gallant Finnish democracy of 1939
might soon become a despised "back-stabber" of the
highest totalitarian order.
All this, of course, indicates primarily a shift of
the public opinion of the American people—probably
the most powerful factor yet uninvolved in world
affairs—and not a great reversal of Finland's policy
This change, amusingly unique were it not for the
great calamity, can be traced easily enough. In their
first skirmish with the Russians, the Finns made terri
torial concessions, which though minor robbed her of
fortified boundaries. Throughout the conflict Finland
enjoyed the verbal support of the United States. Other
wise promised aid did not materialize.
When the Hitlerian steam-roller began juggernaut
ing its way across Europe, Finnish stock was very low
However, with the attack on Russia things looked up
Here was an opportunity to regain Finnish territory
and nationals; in addition, this indirect cooperation with
Germany would assure Finland that for a time we
would not have to fear complete German, dominance and
subsequent slavery.
Now Russia, a deadly enemy of things democratic
and an ally of Germany not so long ago, is the "first
line of defense" of this country. So we who gave our
best words in the defense of Finland now condemn her
protective actions in the European battle. We threaten
reprisals if she doesn't capitulate.
Let's hope that these threats have no more meaning
than our former words of encouragement.

By DON SEGERSTBO

It was lively, this recentb
pleted fraternity rushing j
and it was pleasing to s<
three frats cross the finis
so evenly.
But, this is only the begj;
Now begins the grooming.
With an eye ever to the ]
the three closely knit org
tions will carefully prepare
prowess for another rushin;
son and another pledge clas
still another.

Mayhem
An editor's mail i» usually dull, routine
occasionally a human interest note creeps in.
For instance, a recent post-card read:

but

Pacific Weekly
Dear Sirs:
Please take my name off your mailing list as I never
read the paper and you are wasting postage.
Sincerely yours,

(The name is omitted for obvious reasons—we wish
no part in the mayhem loyal Pacificites might commit
on the sender.)
Several things are apparent from this snappy letter.
First, we know that the sender is a woman. Why?
Because of the feminine handwriting. Also, it was
signed Mrs.
.
Second, she indeed must be frugal and thrifty, else
else why the concern over our postage. And, she used
a post-card, which costs one cent—an economy of two
cents over a letter.
Third, she is straightforward and dislikes "hedging"
of any sort. Notice the abruptness of the message, the
understandable meaning. It takes courage not to veil
a thing of this sort.
Last, the sender has no mercy. She is cold and cal
culating. No one with a spark of emotion could send
such a biting, scornful notice and not add a compliment
or two. Nor has she any tact. No one with a sense of
political maneuverings would be so frank.
So to you who receive the paper, we make an humble
request—if you ever have a letter similar to the above,
please use more language, more skill, and especially
more postage. Post cards can be too-revealing.

PACIFIC WEEKLY
BOB CONAWAY, Editor
Phone 9-9121

G€d. Atuimr*

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES
By BILL RAMSEY
The Little Theater Orchestra,
with G. Winslow Hyde at the
helm, made a very favorable im
pression on the audience as well
as with the cast of "The Man
Who Came to Dinner." The over
ture and intricate music adds
greatly to the spirit of the per
formance.
Pacific Musicale received a spe
cial spot from one to one-thirty
on Wednesday afternoon for pre
senting the Little Theater orches
tra. For rehearsal only, Jim Kielty, announcer and script writer,
wrote a bit of continuity that
certainly was not appropos to the
atmosphere, but was "superslop
goptious" to say the least. Please
do not ask for a literal transla
tion of "the word" in the preced
ing sentence.) Euvelle Enderlin
assisted in arranging the show.

Collegiana
By JEAN FULLER
LET'S HAVE . . . !
Some good old fashioned non
sense this week—like they sell
the kids at Ceil for 15c a copy.
Can you guess what we mean???
•
•
PERFECT DATES"
Of course I didn't know there
was such an animal but here is
what a fellow looks for in a per
fect date:
She doesn't eat much.
She's good looking.
She doesn't eat much
She's a good dancer.
She doesn't eat much.
(You know—conserve the food
for national defense?)
And now for the gals side of
the story (as listed by a male,
or should we say ego-machiae?)
1. Get a CAR.
2. Get some money.
3. Get a CAR.
4. Dress well.
5. Get a CAR.
6. Always agree with her.
7. Get a CAR.
—Mustang.
(As you see we are indebted
to the mighty farmers for that
little ditty . . . and again we
say an ego-machine with a car
must have written that one.)

The home of Mr. and Mrs. For
rest Honnold was the scene of a
IRVINE SPRAGUE, Manager
quiet breakfast for Phi Mu Alpha
Phones: 8-8710 and 9-9121
members on Sunday morning.
Fred Auch, now teaching in Mo
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific randa, and Bob Riddell, teaching WELL GOOD! •
Tomales, were the alumni
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
Did you know that bread is
1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of guests.
the staff of life. Bread is made
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage
for in Section 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924
HELP! HELP! We want ALL from barley and yeast. Beer is
former members of the Pacific A made from barley and yeast.
1941
Member
1942
Cappella Choir to know about the Therefore beer is the staff of
SILVER
JUBILEE REUNION. life.
Pbsociafed Colle&icite Press
(A wonderful deduction by
The date is Saturday, December
magazine LOG ... but what
13,
with
a
rehearsal
at
4,
dinner
SUBSCRIPTIONS
at 6, and a concert at 8. This is have you got now that you have
$1.50 A YEAR
the deduction? What this coun
going to be a big affair, so no
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
try needs is a good five-cent
former members should miss this
cigar ... or is that changing
"red-letter day." Many are now
the subject???? Besides we're
Editorial Board
married, and others have moved minors.)
JEANNE DAGG, News.
away, so that addresses are not
*
DON SEGERSTROM, Column.
available. If you were a member
SO WHAT?
BETTY MORRISON, Society.
please
write
to
Professor
Bodley
JACK TOOMAY, Sports.
Science has discovered what
and ask for details. If you know
JEAN' FULLER, Feature.
other men have known for years
DON JONTE, Photography.
of others who might not know of
. that there are six stages of
FRANCES BOCEK, Copy.
this celebration, please pass the woman—baby, child, little girl,
BILL RAMSEY, Music.
word along.
PHYLLIS DODGE, Advertising.
big girl, young woman, young
MARY YAMASHITA, Proof.
woman. I don't get it???? But
Professor Allan Bacon is presi then I'm a young lady qnd that
REPORTERS
»
dent of the active California Com isn't mentioned.
Marjorie Thatcher, Iola Whitlock, Rose Ann Chatton, Willa
posers and Writers Society in
McDonald, Margo Mclntyre, Jack Friend.
*
Marjorie Boardman, Jean Crawford, Bob Auger,- Wilma-lu Stockton. This is known as the POOR SAMMY
Cawley, Marilyn Chapman, LeRoy Chrisman, Maryetta Curtin, San Joaquin County Branch. Last
Little Sammy had been study
Merle Esplen, Betty Jean Hellbaum, Priscilla Keefer, Eleanor Monday evening a group of mem- ing the works of Lord Byron.
Louthian, Daren McGavren, Charles Orr, Alice Hall, Jackie Easby,
Weldon West, George Kapel and Tom Bowe.
(Continued on page 5, Column 2) (Continued on page 5, column 8J

They will all of them be r
with minor intrigue, disap
ment and successive monie
honest man-to-man enjoj
that binds a man to his o
and the college to the man.
College life would not be
without the Greek letter
fighting for the things that
their vital strength more
their memberships the 1®
their mural teams the fines
their political aspirations
most sweeping.
From this drab corner go
the white flag and a large
ard reading: "More pow<
you."

Not forgetting the nal
emergency and the inhumai
abilities of "Sergeant York,'
eral campus characters \
like to see the old Pacific
and Pistol Club reorganized
being much of an historiai
know little of the last da;
the club before its untimel;
cease. But, anyone who ode
lieve that the Pacific Rifle
could be brought again to the
tie of the firing line deserve
award of merit and perhapi
presidency of the club.

Hot copy from downtown S
ton this week was a shootii
a local pub. Hot copy from
seas indicated the world was
in an awful mess. Hot copy:
Fresno told of some Pacific:
ents who played with the w
brand of fire. Hot copy fror
office of Registrar Robert B
of the College of Pacific indie
that this is the day to moan
ches will be widely distrib
among all .types and creed
students.

Four loves has she. They
not figments of her imagine
They are near to her and d*
ingrained in every cardiac i
They are not four men.
one of them is. One of them:
be divided into two for it15
parents. Another is the lit®
terrier next door. She also:
school and Joe. She probably:
school more than she loves
This is probably because '
is new to her and Joe isn't- $
is a mass of uninterrupted
school is nothing that high5,
was. School is college and ;
real, but it is still school Wl
She likes to call college H
because it sounds better whp
writes home. The station^
had bought at the book sto1*
it was a college. She was P
to write home on the statuShe could write home on
tell the folks how Joe had
her to the movies at the F°,
that the picture had been ^
and that on the way ho®
had lofted a quarter 0lV
drumhead as his donation
the fund and membership ^
the American Red Cross
is today nearing the en
first week and that the
is one humanitarian age •
cannot be denied for it &
denied aid.
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College Students Favor
Original Neutrality Law
Student Opinion Survey Shows
Sentiment Is Against Fighting
A majority of American college students, unlike
t u. S. adults, are opposed to changing the neu"rality law to a^ow supply ships to be armed and sent
into war zones.
This isolationist attitude is discovered in the first
u 0f

the school year completed^
P0 ently by Student Opinion Sur '
Tys of America. The nation-wide
passing likewise reveals over
whelming sentiment against ac
tual fighting in the war
and
^rowing pessimism on the campus
about the country's ability to
avoid the conflict.
0*IXUP POLL
The latest Gallup poll since con
gress took up neutrality revision,
found a ratio of 46 to 40 per cent
in favor of mounting guns on
American ships and 54 per cent
approving of American ships and
crews delivering supplies to Bri
tain. But college interviewers,
sampling a scientific cross section
in every part of the- nation, found
a different answer among stud
ents:
The question: "Are you for or
against changing the neutrality
law so that American supply
ships may be armed and sent into
war zones?"
The results: in favor, 42 per
cent; against, 51 per cent; unde
cided 7 per cent. (If undecided
ballots are ignored, then 45 per
cent are in favor and 55 against.)
THOSE IN FAVOR
Significant variations are ob
served from section to section.
Following are percentages of
those favoring the change. New
England, 52; Middle Atlantic, 49;
Reason enough was all fiveEast Central, 23; West Central, 32
feet-two
of titian-haired majorette
Southern, 56; Far Western, 39.
Bette Lou Basye of Fresno State
"What do you believe is more
for the loss suffered by Pacific
important for the United States
at the hands of the Fresno Bull
to try to do," the interviewees
dogs Tuesday. Miss Basye was a
were asked next, "declare war and
we our fighting forces where featured attraction at a parade
in Fresno Tuesday morning and
t^^ded, or try to keep out as
oug as possible ana supply the again between halves at the Pa
nations fighting Hitler and Ja cific-Fresno fracas in the after
noon.
>an?"

Page 3

HONORED

'Bard' Editor
Speaks Here
November 26

Pi Kappa Has
Alumni
Recital

Lecturer Craig Is First
Speaker in Series

Margaret George, Bruce
Handley Are Soloists

A REASON?

Declare war and fight, 14 per
tent; stay out and supply, 79 per
wnt; undecided, 7 per cent.
ince 1939 the Surveys has
farted the campus trend of opin
ion on the question, "Do you
mk the U. S. can stay out of
All Pacific students are invited
• in each of the four polls to a tea to meet and hear Lawr
°Ptimism diminished:
ence Todnem of the Y. M. C. A.
Believing we can stay out:
Pekin, China, this afternoon at
~ecember> 1939
68%
:15 in the S. C. A.
J*1"1**' 1940
63%
Mr. Todnem will discuss the
1941
49% student problem in China today.
iowV'
' October, 1941
42% He Hhs been in this country two
months and will return to China
soon.
His experiences in the Ori
E
ent includes twenty years work
with students and young people.
Students interested in the work
tor ti-J''
Hawke of Modesto, of the World Student Service
years a member of C. O. Fund will hear where their con
fway
. °f Trustees, passed tributions are used.
hls home
ast
ay-Misf
the yPrace Carter, Secretary
'as a| arc*' sa'd—"Mr. Hawke
he ~ ays very interested
College.
He took a very
For FUN and HEALTH
ctive
in the Board's work."

3hina Worker
-ectures
On Orient

- R. HAWKE
PASSES

ICE SKATE

•toko* Dmirt Shop
der

^ew Management

Pacific Avenue
THOSE

COLD NIGHTS

TRY OUR

I BEANS
a Bowl

STOCKTON
ICE RINK
WEST WEBER

Between Lincoln and Harrison
STOCKTON

S E S S I O N
10:00 a.m. to 1:00
2:15 p.m. to 5:00
8:00 p.m. to 10:45

S
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

See Our Line of
Skates and Accessories

Mr. Hardin Craig, authority on
Shakespeare, will answer the
question "Why does not Shakes
peare grow antiquated?" at the
first of a series of meetings for
English majors on Wednesday,
November 26.
STANFORD PROF
Mr. Craig's title is "The Hu
man Side of Shakespeare." He
is head of the Department of
Letters at Stanford University
and is the author of a text on
Shakespeare, now In use by C.
O. P. students. At present he is
working on a complete edition
of Shakepeare's plays.
Prior to his work at Stanford,
Mr. Craig taught at Princeton
University and the universities of
Iowa and Minnesota. In his
honor, the Stanford press has
published a volume of Rennaisance Studies, written by friends
and former students.
MITCHELL NEXT
This type of meeting will oc
cur frequently throughout the
school term. Dr. Clair Olsen,
head of the English Department,
announces the coming of Ruth
Comfort Mitchell sometime dur
ing the second semester.

Two alumni members of Pi
Kappa Lambda will return to
offer a joint program of vocal
For his great part in making
selections next Tuesday evening
at 8:15. Soprano Margaret George football the grand game that it
today, Pacific's head football
class of '39, and Bruce Handley,
baritone, class of '36, are the tea coach, AMOS ALONZO STAGG
is featured by Dean Hill In his
tured soloists. Two other alumni
new book, "Football Through the
members will serve as accompan
Years."
ists. Beatrice Walton Bodley will
assist Miss George, and John Gil
christ Elliott will be at the piano
as Mr. Handley sings. The pro
gram is one of great interest and
consists of the following selec
tions.
I
(Continued from Page 1)
J'ai pleure' en reve
Hue
were
not injured.
Fantoches from Fetes GalanThe fellows then went in search
tes
Debussey
Bonjour, Suzon!
Delibes of a doctor, stopping on the way
to buy some Ungentine. Several
Depuis le jour from Louise .
minutes
later they arrived at the
Charpentier
home of Doctor Hawkins, where
Margaret George
they spent two very painful hours
II
getting bandaged up.
Tu lo sai
Torelli
THE STORY ENDS
I'll Sail Upon the Dog-Star ..
Upon their return to Pacific
Purcell
they
were sent right to the In
Der Atlas
Schubert
Through the organization of
Zueignung
Strauss firmary where two of them can France Forever," Free French
still be found.
Bruce C. Handley
Forces, "is going to be shown on
A collection to pay the doctor the campus by Miss M. Ruth
III
bill and other expenses was taken Smith, French professor.
Spring Came
McArthur
up Sunday night in all living
If You Have Forgotten.. Warren
groups. For these generous con
Sea-Shell
Engel
tributions the boys are very If you want a job—
At the Well
Hageman
grateful and they wish to thank
Secretarial
Margaret George
everyone.
Civil Service
IV
Higher Accountancy
An Old Song Re-sung.. Griffes
Free
employment service.
Rober. t Wentz, former C. O. P.
The Celestial Weaver .. Bantock
student,
is
now
enrolled
at
the
None But the Lonely Heart..
Harvard School of Business Ad
Tchaikowsky
(Smice 1896)
Life
Curran ministration.
Bruce C. Handley
School of Business
Ruth Lombard! '40 is social sci
California, at Weber
ence teacher at Vallejo Junior
Stockton
High.

Students Sent to
Infirmary tor
Treatment

French Film to
Be Shown Nov. 24

Humphrey's

Jaysees See
C. C. C. Site

Last Saturday the geology
class made a field trip to the
San Ramon C. C. C. camp at
the foot of Mt. Diablo.
Conservation methods used by
the farms in that district were
observed.

M U Z Z Y MARCELLINO, a San Francisco
Boy who made good,
will bring his orches
tra to the Civic Me
morial Auditorium to
morrow night, playing
after the Stockton High
School football game.
Dancing will be from
10:30 till 1.
The dance will be for
the students, with ad
missions at 30 cents
each for anyone holding
Stockton High or Paci
fic Student Association
Student Body Cards.
General admission will
be 55 cents each, with
both prices including
tax.
The instrumental fea
tures in his band in
clude the guitar, flute,
and muted brass. His
easily recognized theme
song is "I'll Take an
Option on You."

0*
M C A^rtuftl-...

MUZZY
MARCELL1N0
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

"DANCE

AFTER

THE

GAME"

STOCKTON AUDITORIUM
10:30 TILL 1
STUDENTS 30c

(Tax Included)

General Admission 55c
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SOCIETY

NO, NOT JUNK COLLECTORS

BETTY MORRISON, Editor

Waterfront
Brawl at
Rhiizomia
Rhizomia is preparing for their
annual fall dance to be held No
vember 28 at the house. The
theme this year will be that of a
"waterfront brawl" instead of the
traditional "hell dance" of past
years. Decorations will consist of
large drawings and cartoons along
with old relics from ships.
The patrons and patronesses
for the occasion will be: Mr. Nor
man Wenger and guest; Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm Matheson and Mr.
Paul Burlingame and guest.
The general chairman of the
affair is "Whispering Ed" Denny.
The heads of the committees theft
will assist him are: decorations,
Wilfred Traphagen; refreshment,
Chuck Capps; publicity, Irving
Sprague; patron and patronesses,
Tom Bowe; bids, Joe Law; clean
up, John Stolz.

Bullpups
Pledged
Monday

Amid the traditional after dark
candle-lit pageantry, Omega Phi
Alpha fraternity administered
pledging ceremonies to nineteen
young Bullpups last Monday eve
ning as a fitting prelude to the
Armistice Day holiday.
The new neophytes first ar
rived at the house after receiv
ing their bids just after six
o'clock and the entire fraternal
organization then adjourned to
the dining hall for dinner.
Following an early evening of
general good fun, pledging fes
tivities were held at 9:30. After
this the group adjourned to fra
ternity circle for the pre-Fresno
game song rally in conjunction
with the other living groups on
Big event of the evening at a recent Tan Kappa Kappa party was a scav«
the campus.
hunt. Pictured above, with some of the items that were tracked down by
The new pledges are: Dick
sorority sisters and their escorts, is a group checking in at the end of the evei
Barkle, John Bush, Les Cook,
Ken Graue, Art Jensen, Jim Kaffin, Art Lewicki, Hugh Mathews,
Wood Entertains
Dexter Mayhood, Joe Mitchell,
Assembly Group
Warren Scott, Hal Walline, Don
Bob Wood, brilliant young m- Wilson, Joe Wineroth, Ray Koerican cartoonist, entertained the sich, Jarry Hammer, Leo Pochistudent body in assembly yester ni, Fred Taioli, and Don Higgins.
The new group held their first
day with his "Dramatic Adven
pledge meeting last Thursday
Conglomerations of false
tures with Chalk."
night at which time pledge of
live
frogs, marriage li
Mr. Wood, a unique entertainer ficers were elected and general
Rhizomia's one hundred and chicken feathers, and auto;
presentee} along with his pro business discussd.
sixty-sixth successful rushing sea ed eggs were assembled ai
gram rapid drawings, sound ef
With dread I greet you again son ended last Monday night with
fects, music, special lighting and
Mary Barbara Baer '41 teaches this week, yes, with dread for
Kappa Kappa following the
many outstanding cartoons.
in the Modesto Grammar Schools. those cinches that go in to the pledging of twenty new boom die Hawkins" dance and s
ers into the fraternity. The pledg ger hunt last Saturday evi
day. . . .
Winners of the first pr
es were entertained at the tra
ICE
1 Now for the doit . . . Fred Hol- ditional
pledge dinner, which was gallon tin of pop corn, fo
COAL
den and Patty Scheuler coking.
WOOD
Did Marc play cupid again? . . . conducted by President Dusty best scavenging were Vii
Rathbun and Art Smith,
FUEL OIL
Phil Hamaker and Cliff Smythe Miller.
DIESEL OIL
coking also . . . that Cub does
The new Rhizite pledges are Steiner and Weldon West,
STOVE OIL
INCORPORATED
more business"
Russ Agnew, Berkeley; Leonard Miss Essy Tucker and Mr
CEMENT
Brandon, Reedley; Bob Bowe, Goodwin.
It
seemed
natural
seeing
Jack
LIME
A hamburger feed, coffee
Tullock again at Fresno with Stockton; John Dinubilo, Stock
BRICK
cake were enjoyed during the
ton;
William
F.
Hanson,
Reed
the
Pacific
crowd.
And
speaking
Stockton,
California
PLASTER
of the Army, weren't they nice, ley; William P. Hanson, Burlin ning. Dancing to phonograpl
SAND
Office:
ROCK
coming to the play in a mass game; Hector Hancock, Oakland; sic lasted until 1:00 a. m.
880 S. California
GRAVEL
like they did? Many an eye went Warner Holden, Stockton; Don
their way.
Huff, San Mateo; Darrell Hull,
FORTY-NINE DRUG I
Why doesn't Dick Kowger give Stockton; Charles Lester, Stock
Main
& EI Dorado. Ph.
the girls a break, he's cute? Like ton; Bob Lehman, Reedley; Bill
Poplar «fc losemite. Ph.
wise well-known and well-liked Maring, Oakland; Ed McNamara,
Everything to be found i:
Dusty Miller, mystery man of Stockton; Bob McKeegan, Stock
First-class Pharmacy
C. O. P.
ton; Tom Phillips, Oakland; Clif
Grant
Dial
May I ask just which fra ford Smythe, Vallejo; Robert
at Weber
2-0229
ternity house "borrowed" Fres Wilhoit, Los Angeles; Vernon
GET YOUR HAIR CUL
no's banner, and how did they Warkentin, Reedley and Francis
Vasser, Stockton.
get it?
BOB'S
Interesting . , . That football
BOB'S
BARBER
SHO
around Lois Bugbee's neck. Must
scratch A1 Irwin off my list now. Medical Group
2008 PACIFIC AVE. . . That Betty Carter, Jim Ir
win, Bill _ Hanson triangle. I Sees Bay Area
never could manage one of those
A trip to San Francisco was
gracefully. . . . The rumor that
MtLLER-HAYS CO.
Dan Cupid has really taken one the first official project of the
John Stoltz. And when it takes Pre-Medical, Dental and Nursing
Serving College of Pacific
on Johnny, it takes on a beeg Club.
The group visited the Emer
job. And what about Joe NeSPECIAL
gency Hospital, Coroner's Office,
ronde's Judy McKlerkin?
THANKSGIVING
The fraternity pledging (Con Morgue and Letterman General
DINNERS
grats, fellows, it was swell) Hospital.
caused more feuds in Women's
Hall than in Fraternity Row. where all the women were at
These women . . .
the Monday nite rally? I missed
Early for Reservaifie"'
you!"
There is little or no train trip
P E R S O N A L I Z E D
S E R V I C E
gossip. You were all sooo good
that you were unexciting. At
Phone
A
least you could have considered
Fine Furniture
my point of view.
But the college is proud of
2302 Pacific Avenue
Assured Quality
you . . . and that helps lots.
Before I close, I wonder
Hobb's Battery
Personalized Service

WHEREVER
Eye
May
Roam

Booming
Rhizite
Pledges

SADIE MAE
SNAGS
HER MAN

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
Telephone 6-6966

PLUMBING SERVICE
WITH A SMILE

WINIFRED'S
TEAROOM

Dial 6-6348

tlTnAo/nt. I

SIBLEY E. BUSH

4/7-2/ E. Weber

Dial 9-9038

KMM*, Jeweler

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

Ask about lay-away budget
plan for Christmas

Football Schedules

2047 Pacific Ave.

Pastry and Delicate^1
MINCE ANP
PUMPKIN PU^
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UTAH DEBATE MEET

Studio Stage
Features
'Goat Song'

Like Work,
Here's Job
Wanted: Six men for a job that
pays no money; takes a lot of
time; and if one gets the position,
occasionally makes him wonder
why he took it.
Two senior students, J. Paul
Powdall and Norton Mandelbaum
have made this call for help in
an effort to secure assistants to
help on the work started by them
among boys in two neighborhood
schools in Stockton.
The work is largely recreation
al in nature and is confined pri
marily to evenings and Saturdays.
It presents an excellent opportun
ity for undergraduates who are
thinking of going into-boys' work
or some other phase of social
work.
Applicants are urged to get in
touch with either of the students,
or with Dr. Harold S. Jacoby of
the Sociology Department.

Campodonico, Rinehart
Have Romantic Leads
"The Goat Song," directed by
Tony Reid, was presented in the
Studio Theater last night and will
play tonight and tomorrow at
8:00.

PLOT
Heading for Ogden, Utah, for an important speaking engagement at the Uni
versity of Utah are: (from left to right) MARGARET STIMMANN, PROF. ED
WARD BETZ, and IOLA WHITLOCK, accompanied by PEARL STEINER and
ELEANOR POWELL. *• The group, under the tutelage of Betz, are entered in the
Western Association of Teachers of Speech Forensic Tournament which will be
held next week.

MUSIC NOTES
(Continued from page BJ

bers presented a program of
original works for a musical audi
in Modesto. The preceding
Frosh Club Theme ence
week found the group in a busi
ness meeting and the fine pro
Is Thanksgiving
gram presented at the Haggin
An all-association meeting for Memorial Museum.
S. C. A. members was held by the
Frosh Club Wednesday from 7:00
Camp Roberts is on the air
to 9:30 p. m. with Thanksgiving
each Thursday evening at 9:15
as the theme.
from KWG. You will remember
In charge of the first hour were: Privates Art Holton and Frank
Barbara McCandless, Ruth Sta Purcell are playing in the band
ples and Doris Rehnert of the and orchestra there. Private Clay
Social Club. A treasure hunt was ton Long was also a member of
enjoyed.
this organization until his trans
Dick Pederson, Ed Hannay, Al fer to Fort Lawton, Seattle,
ice Hall and Jack Younce were Washington, early this week.
in charge of the second hour,
Don't forget the boys in serv
which was devoted to a student ice. Drop them a line as often as
panel discussion on the topic you can. They really appreciate
"Challenge of Thanksgiving."
it. If you know the correct ad
dress of any former Conservatory
Students now in service, leave it
in the Conservatory office. Watch
the Phi Mu Alpha case!

WHAT'S COMING?
November 25—SECOND FCULTY RECITAL—Allan Bacon, orga
nist.
December 13—MUSIC JAMBO
REE—25th anniversary reunion.
-A Cappella Choir.
December 14—"THE MESSI
AH"—3:00 p. m. Stockton J. C.
and College of Pacific—Chorus
and Orchestra, J. Russell Bodley,
director.

Librarian Also
Eats Turkey

Collegiana
(Continued from page B)
And then one day he was walk
ing in the country with his tutor
and he saw a man pitching hay.
"Look at that bow-legged man
over there," he burst out.
"Why Sammy, how would
Lord Byron have said that?"
asked the tutor.
Sammy thought. Finally —
"Why he'd have said, 'what-ho,
what-ho, what manner of men
are these, who wear their pants
in parenthesis?' "
younger generation)

A new tradition is being estab
lished by Rhizomia this year in
an effort to promote good will
between Pacific and Fresno State.
Annually they will either accept
from or present Beta Kappa fra
ternity of Fresno State a vinegar
keg. The possessor will be that
house whose Alma Mater wins
the annual football game.
Half of the keg will be painted
orange and black, and will bear
the Greek letters of Rho Lambda
Phi. The other half will be paint
•
ed red and blue and will bear the
WHYGreek letters of Beta Kappa.
Tuesday's win gives the trophy
DO all of the schools have
Homecoming day at the same to the Fresno fraternity for a
time? It there a rule about that year.
or something about which I
Bob Kientz '40 was recently
don't know about? ?
named on the all-time Pacific
*
backfield by John Peri, sports
I KNOW—
editor of the Stockton Record.
Something that a lot of you Sharing honors was "Rube"
don't know. ... I know what Wood '27, "Moose" Disbrow, and
was in that box that Banjo gave Phil Martinovich.
Sheridan Whiteside for Xmas
in the "Man Who Came
." It
Pat Carson '40 is teaching this
sure was a novel idea anyway year in the Martinez Elementary.
. . . just goes to show you what
happens when you let John Q.
Public use his imagination.
Everybody
just about split
laughing when Whiteside opened
that box and I'll bet not three
people would agree on what was
in it unless they had read the
script. Silly isn't it??? I'll lend
you my script if you really want
to know. (For a nominal sum.)

POOR DEAR!

Stockton Memorial
Auditorium
SATURDAY

November 29, 1941
9:00 P. M.
•Admission, per couple
Federal Tax
T°tal

Extra Ladies
Federal Tax

$1.00
10

Portrait of a pledge and his
thoughts. . . .
",.?©%*) ('&—%$§" . . . ??
ccc%- . . ." (censored)
And after all those nice teas,
dinners, parties and everything.

Following the custom of the
last few years the library will
be closed all day Thursday, Fri
day and Saturday as well as Sun
day, because of the Thanksgiving
•
vacation, Mr. Gerould, librarian,
SURPRISE
.
.
. SURPRISE!
announced yesterday.
The PiKa's at the University
of Arkansas pulled a fast one on
the girls of the Delta Delta Delta
house at the end of their rushing
season this year. The sorority
girls were all out in front of their
house waiting for their new
pledges to arrive by taxi. Well,
all of a sudden a taxi pulled up
in front of the house and amidst
screams of
joy the girls
descended upon the vehicle to
is like Alladin's lamp—it has give the pledges a warm wel
whatever you wish for . come and who should get out of
the taxi but several PiKa's
dressed as girls with floor mops
as wigs. My, but there were
Scrapbooks
several very embarrassed girls
as they discovered what had hap
Wallets
pened to them. Oh well . . .
Key Chains
boys will be boys!!

$1.10
•.... $ .50
05
$ .55

COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

Pennants
Charms
Fountain Pens
College Stationery

OTHER SON
The other son, played by Frank
Pierson, is in love with Stanja,
who is in turn in love with Juvan. t is Juvan who leads the
peasants in their revolt against
the landowners.
The plot brings about an inter
weaving of the monster story and
the peasant revolt.
Jack Holmes, Patty Schuler,
Warren Mohr, Jack Coale and
Lois Hoffschneider are also in
the cast.

FRIEDBERGER 'S
Featuring

TIGRESS COLOGNE

FOR THE PACIFIC CO-SD
33* Boat Mala Street

JEWELERS

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

•

THE

IN PERSON

"Vinegar" Keg
Tradition
Established

The plot, an interweaving of
two. stories, is a romantic tragedy
of unrequited love. Wally Cam
podonico and Sally Rinehart have
the leads as the unhappy couple
who find love when it is too late.
The play takes pace in Ruma
nia, and deals with the revolt of
the peasants against the wealthy
landowners, who gather all of
their money in taxes. Stevur Mellu, played by Seely Gilfilen, is a
landowner, who has two sons;
one of them is a monster. The
monster is kept locked up and
never allowed to be viewed by the
people in the village.

ON PACIFIC AVENUE—

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARKER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircut*

LET US HELP YOU PLAN YOUR SPECIAL

THANKSGIVING

DINNER

The DELTA Manufactures a Large Variety of Individual
Molds, Pies, Cakes, and Puddings All Made With Ice Cream
and Decorated For Your Particular Occasion. Ask for One
of Our Catalogs.
Phone 7-7095
1928 Pacific Avenue

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 9-9017

309 First National Bank Building
Stockton, Calif.

MEET THE GANG
—AT—

BOBB

INN

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO
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C. O. P. Picked!ARMY P
For I942
Convention

MOOD DRAMA
IS NEXT
PRODUCTION

Applications
for Christmas
Work Open

CHER

Full Time Employment
for Alumni Available

Smith, Judge and Mackey]
Are Executive Heads
At the International Relations|
Convention held in San Fran
cisco recently, the College of Pa
cific campus was chosen as the
convention place for next year.
THOSE ATTENDING

Among those attending- the
meeting from this college were
newly-apointed executives of the
California-Nevada division: Art
Smith, president; Jackie Judge,
secretary; and Francis Mackey,
treasurer. Two remaining of
fices were filled by students
from St. Mary's and San Fran
cisco State Colleges
The local club is under the
HUGH "JO-BABE" McWILLIAMS, pictured above,
direction of Allan Breed, presi
dent; Mervel Hammill, secre former Pacific varsity football stalwart, was recently
tary Dr G A Werner facultv I named as assistant to Douglas Dashiell, former Stockadvisor and Prof. Eme'rv Fast f°n Junior College coach and instructor, and who is now

Robert Fenix, Dean of Voca
tional Counsel, announces that all
students desiring work during the
Christmas rush should get appli
cations in immediately. Opportu
nities are available for work af
ternoons, Saturdays or during the
Christmas holidays. Those stud
ents going home during the holi
days should not apply.
ADVANCED TRAINING

The spine-chilling mood drama
—"Ladies in Retirement"—will
thrill Pacific audiences Novem
ber 28 and 29 and after an intense, short rehearsal, and, again
December 5 and 6.
Lillian Kahan, who won ac
claim fob her character roles in
previous Pacific Little Theatre
productions, has one of the most
intense character leads written
for women. Portraying the re
tired actress, Leonora Fiske, is
Doris Wudell who made her de
but in "Lady Audley's Sin," a
main production this summer.
The two mad sisters are Ann
Rhodes and Connie Slater.
Jack Holmes, veteran player,
and newcomer Betty Kennier,
add the love interest. Miss Kennier gained recognition at Mo
desto Junior College by playing
the cockney maid in "Night Must
Fall." Her accent will stand her
in good stead in this coming
production.

Students with experience or
training in selling are urged to
apply immediately.
Three or four boys are wanted
who possess large cars. Also there
are some positions open for deliv
er work during the Christmas
rush.
Any alumni who are out of
work at the present and desire
full time employment should also
' in command of physical education facilities for the Air get in touch with Mr. Fenix. Full
NEXT YEAR
Corps arm of the Army on the Pacific Coast. McWilliams time positions are open in bank
I is stationed at Las Vegas, Nevada. ~
ing, secretarial and retailing.
At next year's meeting, stu
OFFICE
dents from colleges and junior
Dean Fenix's office is in room
colleges of California and Nevada
102 of the administration build
will be represented.
The bells of Archania spoke
ing. Students interested in work
The club is under the sponsor
joyously Monday evening as six
should consult him at once.
ship of the Andrew Carnegie
Bettie Howell, Junior College
teen men pledged to enter into
Foundation, and it aims to pro
reshman, reigns as Regal Queen
the period of trial before mem
motion world peace.
bership in Alpha Kappa Phi Fra
of Football for this week.
ternity. Dr. Colliver, professor of
The Little Theatre Orchestra,
On the basis of outstanding
religion and philosophy, sketched
under
the
direction
of
George
sportsmanship and ability, a Re
Groceries
briefly for these new men the
gal King of Footbal is chosen Hyde, appeared as the guests of
history
of the house, pointing out
the
Pacific
Musieale
on
their
pro
Poultry
each week and his girl friend
Evening classes are now in that the founder of the College
gram,
Wednesday
at
one
o'clock.
serves
as
Queen.
In
the
St.
Mary'sVegetables
Duquesne game at Kezar stadium The broadcast took place on the progress Mondays and Wednes was also the founder of Archa
Fruits
days for adults and students in nia, and set forth clearly the tra
Sunday, Brad Sheaf, St. Mary's Little Theatre stage.
terested
in securing their amateur ditional aims of service and fel
James
William
Keilty,
narrator
Meats
center, earned the title of best
lowship.
player on the Pacific coast for for the Pacific Musieale, an radio operator's license.
nounced
the
following
pieces:
The
classes
are
held
from
7:15
The sixteen were Paul Berger,
the week.
In addition to the verbal honor "March Militare" by Schubert; to 9:30 under the direction of Marvin Church, Laurence Collier,
Paul Cravan, Pallo Deftereos,
American and Channel
each are presented with a Ham "The Pavanne" of Maurice Rav Professor Herbert E. Welch.
el; "Intermezzo" from McDow
Ralph
Dill, David Earfey, George
These
courses
are
divided
into
ilton wrist watch,
ell's modern suite; "Dance de la short units dealing with practi Ford, Lawrence French, Robert
Dragon" and "Danse Arabe" cal radio theory, code, method of Hill, Leonard Mahler, Charles
from the Nutcrackers Suite; and operating radio sets and electri Mokiao, A1 Peck, Alan Short, A1
'It's So Peaceful in the Coun cal and magnetic experiments. Trobbe, and Herbert Witt. In this
try"
by Alec Wilder.
Class hours can be conveniently group there are men representing
FOR REFRESHMENTS
As each piece was announced, arranged and the work may be science in chemistry and physics,
ON THE CAMPUS
Mr. Keilty told a little about the taken at the individual's own engineering, debating, music and
style of the composer,—compar speed.
band, political science, sociology,
ing each man with a composer in
For those contemplating jobs
administration, football
an earlier or later period. He involving radio practice this radio and track, so that the cosmopoli
Operated by
also explained the Theatre Or theory and code class may be tan atmosphere of the fraternity
chestra and the various programs taken to gain dexterity.
—Associated Women's Students
is assured perpetuation.
it performs for.
—Employing Student Help
To honor this new class, the
This program was arranged
brothers of Archania Fraternity
Where You Meet Everybody
and produced by Euville Enderare arranging a dance to be held
lin.
tonight at the House.

Beftie Howell Is
Regal Queen

Music Group
Goes on
the Air

Old Archifes
Again Ring
in the New

Evening Classes
in Radio Code,
Theory Now Held

Gaia-DeMi

HEADQUARTERS

THE CUB HOUSE

THE LOUISE MILLINERY

Cosmopolitan
Club to Meet

OFFERS YOU
Individually Styled Hats in a Wide Range
of Prices
_

"Anthropological Discussion of
Race" is the topic for the S. C. A.
Cosmopolitan Club meeting Tues
day at 4:15 p. m. Nora Maehera
is chairman.
Those on the steering commit
tee include: Steve Kornicker, Nylan Jeung, Tommie Hoshiyama,
Neil Pearson, Sam Jones, Rose
Marie Johnson, Allan Philp, Nor
man Clayton and aBrbara McCandless. Mrs. Joyce Jacoby is
the advisor.
Following the meeting, the
group will have dinner together
in Anderson Hall.

Originally Designed

Bridal Veils
T urbans
Sport Hats

2049 PACIFIC AVE.

"YES
INDEED"

"From Taps Till Reveille

SANDY'S
DRIVE

Poem Is Feature
of Meeting

IN

A powerful narrative poem by
Norma Cleveland was a feature
of the regular meeting of Scroll
and Stylus Wednesday evening
at the home of Miss Eleanor McCann, faculty advisor.
The next meeting will be held
Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. All in
terested are invited to come.

If you re all alone and lonely" Drive In and get a "Cheerful
Little Earful" from our Juke Box—It's going all the time.

QUALITY FOOD AT COLLEGE PRICES
1712 PACIFIC

DIAL 3-2472

-JL

*J

Omicron Chapter
Initiates Four
Biologists

Initiated into the Omicron chap
ter of Beta Beta Beta last Satur
day were Mary Bowers, John
Lundblad, Don Jonte and Marjcfc
rie Watson.
Provisional members of the
camfpus chapter of the biology or
ganization are James Black and
Evelyn Kizer and associate mem
bers are Sibley Bush, Dora Dahl,
Grace Davis, Dorothy Fox, Henry
Kusania, Leslie Low, Marjory
Maggs and Haruko Morita.
Following the initiation, Dr.
Paul Burlingame spoke on Nava
jo culture. Songs to Amhhioxus
and the Youthful Sponge and re
freshments ended the meeting.

Unon Oil Products

Bill Lunt

VALLEY
FLORAL CO
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"
109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

Silver Hearts
for friendship
bracelets

ONE HOUR BATTERY

Gteis,JEWELERS
Haas & Sens

CHARGING

425 E. Main St.

Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010
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Varsity Has 1942...
feu) Wounds HUSKIES
Clint Ward Heads
Injury Ledger

University of Washington
"Huskies," Pacific's opponent
September 27, 1942, defeated
California 13-6 Saturday in
Memorial Stadium. Sparked
by the all-around ability of
Erickson, the speed of Steele
and the twisting drive of
Barrett, the "Huskies" con
trolled the game from start
to finish.
Injuries received by A1
Derian, Cal. backfield ace^
completely upset the Bear
offense.
Washington's first score
was set up on a pass from
Erickson to Olsen. Erickson
drove over Tackle for the
touchdown.
The "Huskies" scored ag
ain in the last period after
a sustained drive of 68
yards.
Cal's only score came on
a long pass from Zacharias
to Rhinehard, who had shift
ed from out from his usual
tackle position.
Men for Pacific to watch
next year are Olsen, a great
pass receiving end; Barrett,
Washington's hardest driv
ing back, and Erickson, a
triple threat ace.

After being: plagued with in
jured key men all season, the Pa
cific Tigers are about to wind up
the 1941 season at full strength,
believe-it-or-not.
George "Dusty" Miller, the Ti
gers outstanding triplethreat half
back, injured in the S. M. U. game
has been limbering up with the
team in practice this week. His
services will be limited because
he still favors an injured foot,
but he will nevertheless boost the
Tigers' changes of victory in their
last games.
WARD HURT
The number one quarterback,
Clint Ward, who has been out
with an injured leg since the
last play of the Humboldt State
game, suited up again Wednes
day and by next Thhursday he
will be in there calling plays
again. He is a smart field gen
eral, in addition to being a
great defensive man. The Tigers
really missed him at Fresno.
In the Fresno game the Tigers
came out in fairly good shape as
far as physical shape is concern
ed. Mose Ijams reecived a cleat C H A N G E . . .
cut on the chin that merited sev
The date of the last home
eral stitches, but he hasn't missed game of the College of Pacific
any workouts and will be ready has been changed to Tuesday
to start next week.
night of next week. The Tigers
will meet the University of Cali
OLD PLAYS
No scrimmages were held fornia Ramblers on that date in
this week, but the Tigers will stead of the scheduled Novem
get down to business again next ber 28.
The change was made to make
week and prepare to dump San
ta Barbara, San Diego, and the way for the Bengals' game with
Pacific Lutheran.
Cal Ramblers in that order.

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET
2026 PACIFIC AVE.
(IN BLACK'S)

TURKEYS
After a Happy Thanksgiving
let?s again meet at

Cubs Preen
for Pirates
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CO-EDS IN
SHORTS

Basketball Is
in Full Swing

By JACKIE JUDGE

Jaysees Outlook Is
Bright for Game

Today's little dissertation has
to do with groans, Cupids, and
bullfrogs—
»

»

*

Sixth Round Is
Ready to Start

»

Coach Jackson of the intra mu
Stockton Junior College gridIt seems that our little basket rals announced last Wednesday
ders were resting this week; get ball team for women that got off that the basketball games play
ting a short rest after their black- to such a wonderful start this ed on Monday and Tuesday will
magic defeat of the Sacramento year has struck a snag. The girls count as league scoring. However,
Panthers last Friday night in are moaning and groaning plenty, the sixth round, which promises
Baxter Stadium.
Under the circumstances we can to be the best so far, will begin
INJURIES
hardly blame them. Every night November 17, Monday, with West
The Cubs went through the the gym floor is being used for Town vs. Archania and Rhizomia
game remarkably unhurt. Only varsity practice. As a result the vs. Omega Phi. Tuesday's battle
man to be missing from the W. A. A. has been forced to look of sharpshooters will feature the
starting line-up in the Thanks for new quarters. They tried the
Dorm Devils versus East Town.
giving Day game with Modesto
Y. M. C. A. No luck. Their sched
The important part, in fact the
Junior College is George Ker,
ule is filled too! "Where next?" most important part of intra mu
gigantic Cub end, who was
says Elvira Giorgi as she desper ral casaba, is the standing of the
burned severly about the face
and head in a recent escapade to ately regards the telephone book various teams and they are as
on one hand and Pacific gymna follows:
the campus of Fresno State.
Stan Hunter aggravated a sium on the other.
Men's Dorm
1060
• * * *
bad shoulder in Wednesday
Omega Phi
1000
Cupid's place in this column is
night's scrimmage; the injury
(But only one win)
was sufficient to force him to in his athletic rather than his ro- Manor
760
drop out of the scrimmage. It njantic role. Many are those who East Town
667
will not, however, keep him have looked carefully across the Rhizomia
.333
green before going to the club Archania
out of the Pirate game.
000
WARD WELL
house. The archery field is a very West Town
000
Bob Ward, so long plagued by good place to stop, look and
Total intra mural points thus
a bruised bone in his left heel, dodge. Otherwise you may find far, not including tennis entrance
is now nearly cured atid will be yourself impersonating an arrow points are as follows:
at his best for the season closer. filled Pilgrim Father. One of the Archania
67
Bill Orvis, out ever since the few people who scarcely ever miss Omega Phi
29
San Bernardino game with his the target is Dorothy Braghetta. Manor
28
twisted knee, came back strongly Her skill is of such quality that
Men's Dorm
8
in the Sacramento game and will she has taken part in many tour
presumably have returned to full naments, and the results have
ability by Thanksgiving.
been most gratifying. The sport
Hal Murphy and Martin is one that calls for precision, 'Bicycle Bill'
Locke, both with bad knees, training and strict coordination.
are also expected to effect an We're glad to see this little-pub Rambles
early cure. Jack Prowse, vet licized sport getting a real work
"Bicycle Bill" Thomas, former
eran fullback, is forced to wear out by someone besides a singer Tiger halfback, now with the
ail sorts of trusses and elab in WILLIAM TELL.
United States Army, ran a kickorate quantities of tape, but
off 77 yards for a touchdown
his effectiveness remains at a
last Armistice Day when his
maximum in every game.
team, the Fighting Fortieth
Key men like Grahlman, Bru- STANDOUTS—
played the Fort Ord eleven.
sa, and Johnson remain hale and
Thomas took the ball on a
FOR RECENT
hearty.
reverse and scampered down the
Larry Siemering expects to al
sideline behind sharp blocking.
low his team light workouts to GRID GAMES
Thomas' team finally won the
day and tomorrow to rest them
According to the staff of the game by two touchdowns.
up after Wednesday full-fledged Pacific Weekly, the following
scrimmage. Nevertheless, there footballers were outstanding hi
will be another scrimmage Mon their respective games last week.
day with light defensive scrim For College of Pacific:
mage on Wednesday.
Earl Klapstein, played a bril
SATURDAY
liant defensive game, time after
Standings of
time stemming the tide of Fres
no's double reverses and spinners.
PSA Teams
VICTOR MATURE
Vernon Warkentin, ran back an
BETTY GRABLE
A tabulation of the standings intercepted pass in the last sec
CAROLE LANDIS
of the Tigers in the conference onds of play for 53 yards, only to
and
shows them to be the winners of be blasted out of bounds nine
the Far Western Conference. San yards from the goal after the gun
Hi
Mateo is leading the Northern had gone off. He played an ex
California Junior College Confer cellent all-around offensive game
ence. It has a clean slate so far. from his position as onback.
Stockton Junior College's Cubs
Les Terry, Fresno back, spark
stand fourth in this conference ed the Bulldog offense with his
with two wins, and two losses.
tricky runs over tackle and spin
8YRE
Modesto Junior College is in ners through the middle.
second place with Salinas mono
Bob Ward and Hal Grahlman,
polizing third.
marked themselves as all-confer
Sacramento and San Francisco ence backfield aces with their su
trail the Cubs, occupying fifth and perb faking, ball-carrying, and
sixth places respectfully.
blocking. Grahlman rambled 47
The Cal "Aggies- claim second yards on one occasion, 23 on an
place in the Far Western Confer other, and passed for three first
Charles
Maigaret
ence, with the Chico Wildcats fol downs. Ward scored the single
lowing in third. Humboldt's Lum touchdown and ran for 87 yards
berjacks are trailing at fourth from scrimmage in 14 attempts.
place.
The decision of the Far Wes
tern Conference is final, even
though it is not official. This is
SATURDAY!!
the fourth year Pacific has tak
en this conference.
„
1941'. GLAMOUR

Fox CALIFORNIA
"HOT SPOT"

GREAT GUNS"

SIERRA

16 FREE—Sunbeam Automatic
Coffee Masters
Tickets available at Pa
cific Avenue Store only.
Tickets given with all
purchases. D r a w i n g
held every Monday. See
our display for lucky
numbers and winners.

Always a Jump
Ahead

Green Frog

2222
We

Pacific Avenue

invite you to see
our display of

mm
foffj

boyer

GIRL!

GRENVELD'S
Dry Cleaners

RITA JOHNSON
El'GENK
PALLETTE
KITII TERRY
REGINALD TERRY
J. M. KERRIGAN
CECIL K ELLA WAT
ROMAN BOHNEN
UUS SCHILLING

and

•&ND.

SWIFT'S BRANDED
MEATS

Laundry Service

Art Bender

Pick Up and Delivery Service

Clara Kimball
Young
Frances X. Bushman

Market Operator

PHONE 2-1540
20% Off for Cash and Carry
3212 Pacific Ave.

"MARCELEBRITY"
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Tiger Jay f ss Win Fresno Thumps Tigers
Tracks
•

Ward
kles
Nifty Attack]

By JACK TOOMAY

Here Lies the Tiger—
He was a good Tiger. In life
he was hard-working and ambi
tious and hopeful and brave and
several other things. But he was
a tragic character; he had sev
eral tragic flaws.
He couldn't move forward on
the ground.
He couldn't move forward in
the air.
He couldn't beat up inferior
objects, such as Mustahgs and
Bulldogs and Spartans.
He couldn't seem to find any
pots of gold at the end of any
rainbows.
For a long time before his
death there were some people
talking long and earnestly about
him; stringing together in their
minds some sort of plan to nour
ish him back to the wildness of
old.
But the talk was, in the final
analysis, nothing more than talk,
And the Tiger died . . .
But he was a good Tiger.

d o m i n g . . .
A sudden explosion in the
perennially unruffled Col
lege of Pacific football
schedule occurred last
Thursday morning.
The schedule has been so
violently ruffled that the
Tigers have in the next two
weeks the following pro. gram:
(1) A football game with
Santa Barbara State on Wed
nesday night, Thanksgiving
eve, in Santa Barbara.
(2) A football game with
the California Ramblers on
a re-arranged date: Tuesday,
November 25, in Baxter
Stadium.
(3) A three-thousand-mile
round-trip to Tacoma, Wash
ington.
(4) A game with Pacific
Lutheran on November 29,
at night, in Tacoma.
The Lutheran squad has
a clean slate this year; and
is undefeated for two long,
hard seasons. The Tigers, by
reason of their succession of
games and the long trip will
go on the field as decided
underdogs.

Bulldogs Feature Passes and
Reverses; Beat Locals 13-0
Before 14,000 Watchers

..While tw3^®;,sard.spectators
shook their heads in wonderment
The College of Pacific Tigers spent a sad three
at the metaphysics of a pair of
hours in Fresno's Ratcliffe Stadium on Armistice Day—
pony halfbacks, the Tiger Cubs,
they were beaten by the Bulldogs 13-0 before 11,000
flaunting untold variations on
fans.
,
simple single-wing formation, out
It was the third successive defeat of the Bengals
classed Saoramento Junior Col
lege 7-0 last Friday night.
in their twenty-year-old series with the Fresnans.
CUBS' SCORE
FIRST SCORE
The Cubs' single score, came in
Bulldog captain, Les Terry climaxed a startling 79the second quarter after a bad
yard drive when he took a short pass from Jim Molich
Panther punt had given the' lo
for the first score. Terry converted and, with eleven
cals possession on the Sacramen
to 10-yard line.
minutes still left to go in the frst half, Pacific trailed
Grahlman smacked tackle for
by seven points.
two yards and then flipped a
Fresno couldn't cross the payline again until
short quick pass to George Ker
three
minutes before the final gun, when Mickey
which fell incomplete. Then
Masini slammed the center for four yards and a
crazy-legged Bob Ward cut in
touchdown.
side end, angled toward the
corner and crossed the pay cor
DONG GAINERS
ner before being tackled.
The Bulldog's first march started on their own 23The score was set up when i
yard
stripe after a pass interception had staved off one
Panther back unwisely handled
of the locals' numerous threats.
Stockton's punt. Instead of al
Bulldog Van Landingham began the drive, ambling
lowing the ball to roll into the
twenty-six
yards over his own right side on a double
end zone so that the Sacs could
revprse. Terry slithered off the tackle for nine more
take over on the 20, he grabbed
and Masini went eleven on a spinner. After two short
the ball on the goal line and
About a Halfback—
plunges, Molich pitched his tallying strike.
Last year there were a lot started to run, but was stopped
• Fresno got their last score
of people who knew Gordon in his tracks on the one-yard
after Slaughter's attempted
Alphonse, a lot more had heard stripe.
kick
was smothered on the
Then Bob Frisbee got the bad
of him.
Tiger
4.
A bad pass from cen
Tiger basketball players settled^
He was such a good running punt off the side of his foot that
careened
out
of
bounds
on
the
down
to
steady
practice
last
ter
slowed
the kicker just
back that they named him on
week;
began
the
long
grind
tow
ten.
The
Cubs
scored
in
three
enough
so
that
the ball was
the A Conference all-star team,
ard conditioning themselves for
even though the team he repre plays.
blocked.
Once in the first quarter, an early, tough season.
sented was not in the A divi
MASINI GOES OVER
Stockton, with Ward and Grahl
The varsity practices Monday
sion.
Terry was stopped dead in a
With characteristic optimism, quick opener down the middle
It's like naming Bruce Smith, man deftly handling the ball, had and Wednesday nights and Fri
day afternoons. But Coach Ralph Chris Kjeldsen began his fifth
on the All-Coast eleven . . .
before Masini touched the end
Francis, because of the early- season as Stockton Junior Col
It is rumored that Alphonse
zone.
scheduled games with Fresno lege basketball coach.
is still with us, still playing
Most thrilling moment for Ben
Late this week Larry SieState, is dissatisfied with the
football here.
COMING STARS
gal Tiger fans was the last ten
mering, coach of the Stock
prac periods. He expressed the
He is a very good man to
Basketball practice has been seconds of the game when alert
ton Jaysee football eleven,
desire for daily practices.
have around; he could win a
underway for two weeks and Vern Warkentin leaped in the
was
receiving
reverberations
lot of ball games.
Notwithstanding the lack of mentor Kjeldsen is beginning to air to snatch a Fresno pass on
from Sacramento over last
proper practice, Pacific's hoop single out the outstanding ma his own forty. Warkentin ran
Playing With FireFriday's game.
teams this year should surpass terial which he plans to use laterally past one tackier and
is not always an intelligent
The Sacramentans claimed
in quality any other varsity team against the other nine conference turned upfield; interference was
thing especially when you are a
bitterly that the ball used
in more than a decade.
ragged but effective and the
good football player nad needed
teams this winter.
was the exact color of Stock
speedy
halfback got into the
sadly on the field.
Returning
from
last
year
is
Noted
as
particularly
outstand
ton jerseys. They said that
the first string quintet. Last ing by the coach were last year's clear and moved to the Bulldog
Especially when you have to
this was taking unfair ad
year's Tigers had a successful star forward Joe Law, and fresh 15. He was hit on the 13 and
go all the way to Fresno to do
vantage over the opposition
again on the 12 and he staggered
the playing with fire.
season and with the augmenta man center Ralph Netzer.
in regard to deceptive ballto the 8 before he fell.
tion
of
several
handy
newcom
Especially if you get burned
handling on trick plays.
Kjeldsen plans to use sharpers, should have a superb sea
badly in the face so that it hurts
The gun had already sounded.
Two
Panther
linemen
eyed Howard Sorgenfrey,
son this year.
quite a little and is at least un
claim that they had not so
Thomas Mitchell and Les THREATS
They face a formidable sched Warner, all sophomores, in the
comfortable.
much as seen the ball the
The game was played for the
ule of games with crucial contests other positions. However, the most part in Fresno territory;
Especially if you should have
whole evening.
with some of the outstanding classification of the squad is the Bengals threatened several
been home in bed getting your
football sleep.
reached the 3-yard stripe with a teams in the region. Santa Clara, not yet definite since some times—moving dangerously close
Stanford and St. Marys are all candidates have still to appear to the goal but never quite pack
Especially if your name is first down.
on the list.
George Ker.
in suits.
ing the power to get there.
OTHER THREATS
But three successive bucks fail
Speaking of Fire—
The Tiger Cubs burst into in ed to score and the Sacramento
cendiary brilliance last Friday Panthers kicked out of danger.
night.
The Cubs threatened twice more
Between them Bob Ward and in the later stages of the game,
Hal Grahlman carried on a magi once when Grahlman ran forty
cian's sleight-of-hand show in the seven yards to the Sacramento
backfield right before the very 23, and again when Ward ran a
eyes of bewildered and awe-inspir short punt down to the Sacramen
ed Sacramento Junior College to 31.
Panthers.
But both threats were staved
Ward would take the ball from off short by a determined Pan
center, perform a quick hocus- ther forward wall.
pocus, including several ethereal
The visitors had only one
travings of the arms, and the pig sustained drive. Freddy Wrisskin would vanish completely.
ten and Wally Lam Ho put to
Seconds later Grahlman, run gether three first downs and
ning laterally across the field got clear to the Stockton fivewould nonchalantly and quite yard line.
mysteriously grasp the ball out GRAHLMAN GREAT
of empty air and proceed at lei
Ward and Grahlman were far
sure down the field.
the cleverest, classiest players on
It was all quite nice, including the field. Ward's crazy punt runthe various expressions of delud backs, in which he walks casu
ed insanity that appeared upon ally toward the ball, picks it up
the faces o the Panthers.
and explodes suddenly about 20
More seriously, though, the suc yards downfield, and his subtle
cession of magical passes from ball handling sparkled the game.
Each time you taste ice-cold Coca-Cola, you are reminded
halfback to halfback marked the
that here is the quality of genuine goodness. Experience.*,
appearance on the Tiger Cub foot
many a refreshing experience... has taught people every
ball of an intangible quality that
where to trust the quality of Coca-Cola.
is usually discernable because of
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
its total absence.
The Stockton Junior College
2105 Pacific Ave
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
lootball team has class.
OF STOCKTON, LIMITED

HOOPSTERS PRACTICE

Cub Casaba
Is Started

OBJECTIONS

Sypsr Service Station
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